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ABSTRACT

Purpose. Mining and geological conditions are complicated due to the decreased level of mining within deposits of West Kazakhstan. It results in significant increase in the amount of metal framed support which cannot always provide safety of mine workings. The problem may be solved by transition from heavy and labour-intensive in mounting metal special shape framed supports to the cheaper and more easily erected reinforced shotcrete with reinforced frames. “Dry” method of shotcrete application, used currently in Orlovskaia mine, can provide neither high quality nor the required amounts of pneumatic concrete placing; in this context, “wet” method makes it possible to support rock mass at a high mechanization level, and development of premium durable pavement. Thus, in the context of Orlovskaia mine it is required to solve the problems concerning selection of efficient schemes to deliver shotcrete mixtures or their components and to determine optimum location for a plant, producing shotcrete from the viewpoint of minimization of expenditures connected with shotcrete support.

Methods. Calculations, determining the required shotcrete amounts to support mine workings, technological capacity of a plant to produce shotcrete as well as self-propelled mixers, have been performed. Basic production facilities for shotcrete operations have been selected. Three variants to allocate a plant for shotcrete manufacturing within Orlovskaia mine have been considered. The discounted net cash flows have been compared ignoring sales of the finished product of Orlovskaia mine in terms of the available and the proposed methods to support mine workings for the period of 2016 – 2025.

Findings. Relying upon laboratory tests, carried out in Kazzink LLP as well as BASF and Normet Companies, efficient compositions of shotcrete mixtures, providing preparation of shotcrete mixture of the required quality in terms of minimal binder consumption have been identified. It has been recommended to use 3.5 m³ mining machine UnimecMF500 Transmixer by Normet Company as a mixture to deliver shotcrete; self-propelled equipment MeycoME-3 (theoretical output is up to 20 m³/h) by AtlasCopco Company has been proposed to apply “wet” shotcrete. Use of underground 15 m³/h mobile plant on stands or on trailer of Normet Company has been substantiated to be mounted in a small-cross chamber with cement bulk storage or in big bags. Schemes to allocate concrete mixing plant have been developed for specific conditions of Orlovskaia mine.

Originality. Specific features of potential variants to allocate a plant, producing shotcrete to support mine workings in terms of Orlovskaia mine, have been identified from technological and economic viewpoints.

Practical implications. Economic expediency of a process line intended to support mine workings in Orlovskaia mine using a “wet” shotcrete has been developed and substantiated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent analysis of injuries in underground mines has shown significant increase in the number of accidents while mine working and supporting. Selection of a support type in underground quarries is characterized by two problems. On the one hand, it is the decreased operational expenditures connected with supports; on the other hand, it is safe mining.
Shotcrete support has an impressive number of advantages: versatile construction, which can be applied as both temporary support, and permanent one while using independently and in combination with anchors, and reinforcing mesh. Its use helps decrease section of a mine working as well as amount of driving owing to the support thinning. In this context, the shotcrete layer operates as the integrated system with rock forming a structure of high carrying capability. Even thin layer of shotcrete prevents reliably rocks from destruction by external factors (mainly, oxygen action). As a result, rocks preserve their characteristics for a long time; at the same time, under usual conditions, rock strength may decrease by 60 – 70% in the course of time. High mechanization level of the supporting process increases labour productivity of shaftmen-timbermen twice or thrice (Barton, 2002; Balg, Roduner, & Géobrugg, 2013; Shaposhnik, Konurin, Neverov, Neverov, & Shaposhnik, 2016; Manin & Mel’nikov, 2018).

2. GEOTECHNOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF ORLOVSKOE DEPOSIT MINING

Orlovskiy polymetallic deposit in the East Kazakhstan is within the tectonic block confined by Berezovski over-lap fault south-westerly and by Vostochny fracture sub-meridionally. The deposit is surrounded by granodiorite rock mass northerly (Volkov, Ginatulin, Sakharov, & Chekalova, 1972). Mainly, ore-hosting rocks consist of: acid volcanics in a side wall; siliceous clayey aleurites with interlayers and lenses of volcanic rocks, volcanic ashes, and quartz-albitophyre tuffites in a lying wall. Frequent rock alternation is typical for the ore zone, i.e. lavas and lava-breccias of rhyolites, volcanic ashes, and acid tuffites as well as lavas of andesite-basalt composition.

The deposit is characterized by complex mining and geological conditions. Solid barite-polymetallic, copper-zink, solid and quartzite embedded copper-sulphide ore as well as certain rock types are of high-strength and elastic characteristics. Hence, mine workings construction within the ores and rocks should involve dynamic manifestations of rock pressure. Rock rigidity decreases sharply within the areas of weathering, tectonic faults, and areas of hydrothermal variation of rocks which thickness varies from several meters up to 100 – 150 m (Krupnik, Shaposhnik, & Shaposhnik, 2017). Wallrocks are rather fragmented and disintegrated. How-ever, if enclosing rocks are unstable, it cannot always provide safety of mine workings even if double frames are mounted. Moreover, that worsens air supply as well as motion of self-propelled facilities due to the decreased finished cross-section.

Roadway construction within the cracked and fractured rock mass of Orlovskiy deposits should involve (Zhirmov, Abdrakhmanov, Shaposhnik, & Konurin, 2018):
- rock mass injection methods;
- advance protective screens made of tubes;
- methods to fill in cavities and cave columns;
- monolithic concrete support;
- metal arch support;
- roof bolting;
- anchor cablebolts;
- shotcrete support inclusive of wet shotcreting.

Mining operations are concentrated within Yuzhnoe and Severnoe orebodies within 9 – 15 levels (Fig. 1). The mine workings, constructed within the unstable rocks (4th rigidity class) in Orlovskaya mine, are supported by means of SVP-22 using timber backfilling of cavities.

A line to manufacture SVP frame support operates in Orlovskaya mine. SVP-22 is delivered to Orlovskiy manufacturing complex in the form of linear segments. Rail-road cars with 60 t total weight are applied. Almost 200 t of SVP are delivered monthly. After unloading, SVP-22 is transported to a plant of production facilities under Orlovskiy manufacturing complex. Sets of clamp components for SVP-22 frames are manufactured at the territory of the plant of production facilities. A set of SVP-22 frame consists of: two frame legs; two turning pieces; a roof beam; and three interframe tightening devices. Metal products to connect support elements are delivered separately. Eight metal products are used to assemble one SVP frame. Monthly delivery is almost 6000 pieces. Moreover, linear segments of embedded details, i.e. clamps to hold the packed timber along the mine working walls on SVP frames made of metal mountings with 32 mm diameter and 1.2 m length. One SVP frame needs four embedded details. Interval between SVP frame mounting is a meter. SVP frames are tightened by means of 2 m round timber. The round timber diameter is 16 – 22 cm. Monthly timber delivery amount is almost 700 m³.

As a schedule list demonstrates, as for the construction and timbering operations in Orlovskaya mine, the amount of heavy SVP frame support has a steady tendency to its increase from 2016 to 2025 (Fig. 2). In 2016, the amount of frame support was 9.5 thousand pieces. In 2025, 19 thousand pieces are planned. Another situation is observed while planning shotcrete amounts. In 2016, the planned amounts were 30 thousand cubic meters of surface of mine workings to be shotcreted; in 2025, the figure will be 17 thousand cubic meters.

Increase in specific amount of metal frame supports can be explained by the worsened mining and geological conditions since mining operations are performed at lower levels inclusive of Severnoe orebody where wallrocks are rather fragmented and disintegrated. However, if enclosing rocks are unstable, it cannot always provide safety of mine workings even if double frames are mounted. Moreover, that worsens air supply as well as motion of self-propelled facilities due to the decreased finished cross-section.

Shotcrete support is applied both separately and in combination with other supports in 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th stability classes. Thickness of such a shotcrete mixture is no less than 3 cm for 1st stability class; no less than 5 cm for 2nd stability class; and 5 – 9 cm for 3rd and 4th classes (Instruktsiya po vyboru…, 2012). Machine Meyco®Piccola and SB-67 are used to shotcrete mine workings. Dry ready shotcrete mixture MasterRoc® STS 1510, sifting, and cement are applied. Meyco®Piccola machine is a device for shotcrete used for a dry mixture, and operating according to the rotary method (Pravila tehnikcheskoy ekspluatatsii, 1981). In future, Orlovskaya mine plans to apply three more shotcreting devices with pneumatic drive, i.e. Meyco®Piccolo020 LST.
3. SUBSTANTIATING THE NECESSITY TO APPLY WET SHOTCRETING TO SUPPORT MINE WORKINGS AND CONCRETE PLANT CONSTRUCTION

Geomechanical model of rock mass (Datacollection) has been developed according to the Standards by (ISRM). Paper (Proekt organizatsii rabot, 2015) has classified rocks in terms of Q-rating, and additional types to timber mine workings have been recommended (depending upon a mine working spacing as well as a coefficient of mining conditions ESR):

- shotcreting (1st – 4th classes in terms of Q-rating);
- roof bolting in certain areas (1st – 6th classes);
- regular anchoring together with fiber shotcreting (4th – 8th classes);
- regular anchoring by means of two-level anchors with cablebolts combined with fiber shotcreting (6th – 8th classes);
- regular anchoring combined with 12 – 15 cm fiber shotcreting and reinforcement ribs (7th – 9th classes).

Wide and more flexible selection of support types makes it possible to reduce drastically expenses connected with timbering of mine workings while preserving labour safety.

Table 1 represents calculation results, concerning rock mass descriptions for lithological domains of Orlovski deposit. Following lithological types of rocks and ores of the deposit have been specified:

- Lithological code 1 – tuffaceous silty sandstones, and siliceous aleurites;
- Lithological code 2 – albite porphyrites, and argillaceous-siliceous aleurites;
- Lithological code 3 – tuffaceous silty sandstones, and ore impregnated metasomatites-chlorytolites;
- Ore code – copper-sulphide ore; solid polymetallic ore, solid copper-zinc ore, and impregnated copper-pyritic ore within flinty aleurites.
Table 1. Rock mass classification in terms of Q-rating by Barton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock mass description</th>
<th>Lithological domains of Orlovskii deposit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusively soft, rather unstable</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely soft, rather unstable</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very soft, rather unstable</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft, unstable</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium stable</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard, solid</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very hard, rather solid</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely hard, rather stable</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusively hard, rather stable</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence, taking into account the classification of rocks in terms of Q-rating, timbering of mine workings within unstable enclosing rock may involve transition from metal frame supports, being heavy and labour-intensive from the viewpoint of mounting, to cheaper and less labour-intensive from technological viewpoint reinforced shotcrete with the reinforced frames when bearing capacity of supports is preserved. Table 2 demonstrates demand for shotcrete to support permanent mine workings as well as development ones for Orlovskaya mine taking into consideration extra coefficients relying upon the increased shotcrete consumption (VSN 126-90, 1991; RDS 82-202-96, 1996; ST TOO 050140000656-01-33.1, 2011a; Tekhnologicheskiy reglament (instruktsiya)..., 2016; Shaposhnik, Konurin, & Shokarev, 2018).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time required for CMP to prepare shotcrete per shift, h</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The required CMP capacity, m³/h</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>5.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Currently, Orlovskaya mine uses “dry” shotcreting. In terms of Q-rating, for lithological domains of Orlovskii deposit, shotcrete thickness should be 9 – 12 cm for unstable rocks, and 12 – 15 cm for rather unstable ones.

The operating equipment in Orlovskaya mine, gives no way for the required shotcrete thickness and cannot provide necessary shotcreting amount. Thus, a decision was made to use 3.5 m³/min mining machine UnimecMF500 Transmixer by Normet Company as a mixer to deliver shotcrete, and self-propelled unit MeycoME-3 by AtlasCopco Company for wet shotcreting. Its theoretical efficiency is 20 m³/h.

Table 2 represents calculation results concerning the required time of operation of a plant to prepare shotcreting, using concrete mixing plant (CMP), and the required capacity of the CMP relying upon (ONTP 1-86, 1986).

Meca Company (Turkey), Putzmeister Company (Germany), and NormetCorporation Company (Finland) are the main world manufacturers of concrete/shotcrete plants for mining enterprises. A number of mining enterprises in the Russian Federation and CIS countries are experienced in the design and construction of surface and underground plants for concrete/shotcrete production.

In 2011, Nordgold Company almost implemented a project to construct concrete-stowing complex in Suzdal ore mine belonging to “Finansovo-investissionnaia kompaniia “Alel”. The project involved construction of a surface concrete plant in open pit 3. CMP consists of a horizontal single-shaft concrete mixer MB-30WS by Meca Company with 30 m³/h capacity completed with aggregate bunkers; 50 t cement storage tank; batchers for cement, water, and admixtures; weight conveyor; pneumatic systems; automation systems; and control systems. Mixtures UNI 50-3 by Paus Company deliver the ready plastic stowing mixture to a receiving mine point using the main transportation mine workings up to a level being stowed; then concrete is delivered to the places where it should be laid by means of 125 mm pipeline using a concrete pump CJFA PC506/309 (Azel’khanov, Alibaev, Zateeva, & Alibaev, 2012). Oktiabrski ore mine of PJSC “MMC “Norilsk Nickel” uses automated mine concrete mini-plant BP 1504-2/8 by Normet Company to manufacture shotcreting or structural concrete (Galaov, Nagovitsin, Pliev, Andreev, & Vil’chinskiy, 2014; Uskov, Kondrat’ev, & Neverov, 2017). Gayskiy MPC uses ready-mix station (RMS) operating at 1075 m level (Kalmykov, Volkov, Zubkov, Krasavin, & Mikhaylova, 2015). The RMS construction at such a lower level has provided prompt delivery of concrete to working places which favours the improved labour productivity of staff of mine construction administration and the underground mine itself. Underground ready-mix station Minemix by Normet Company, which nominal capacity is 15 m³ of concrete per hour, has been mounted in Maleievskii ore mine of Kazzink LLP. The station is complete equipment set for automated manufacturing of different concrete mixtures, inclusive shotcrete and ready mix, with potential to prepare cement mortar or special-quality concrete mixtures.

The major amount of shotcreting operations is planned within the area of mining operations intended to extract Severny ore body at the depths of 800 – 1200 m (the reserves have been taken to be projected down to 950 m depth, i.e. depth of level 18).

One of the key problems in the process of “wet” shotcreting method implementation in Orlovskaya mine is to select area and substantiate location of the shotcrete manufacturing plant to support mine workings from technological and economic viewpoints. Mixture composition (i.e. both scheme and productivity of ready mix delivery to operation area) and selection of the basic production equipment depend upon the plant location.

4. SELECTING OPTIMAL LOCATION OF A PLANT TO MANUFACTURE SHOTCRETE USING A “WET” METHOD

Concrete manufacturing plant location may involve following schemes:
– within a mine site; mixture components are delivered to a warehouse near the plant. Ready mixture is transported to the mine by means of self-propelled mixtures or is delivered to the mine using wells;

– in a mine: mixture components are delivered by means of self-propelled transportation vehicles or to the mine using wells or an upheole.

Moreover, it is required to solve logistics problems while transporting, namely preparation and transportation of shotcreting mixtures as well as their components to working area or to a concrete plant.

Consider potential variants to locate the plant in Orlovskaya mine.

4.1. Scheme 1

Concrete mixing plant is located at the mine surface. Since in the near future mining operations will be performed within Severny orebody, assume that the plant is placed in the neighbourhood of concrete stowing complex (CSC) of Orlovskaya mine. Such a location advantages are as follows: closeness of surface inside CSC storages for nonreactive, expendable storage tanks of binding substances; availability of automobile service roads as well as railsides.

From CMP to the mine, shotcreting mixture is delivered using vertical flight of a pipeline (for instance, 159×8×8000 m2 st. 20). To do that, two wells (i.e. development well and recovery well) with casing are drilled from the surface down to level 15. In terms of such Severnaia mine mark as +274.5 m, and such level 15 mark as –545.9 m, depth of the wells will be almost 830 m. Self-propelled mixers are loaded with shotcrete mixture through the charge capacity with a sliding gate (another design of the charge capacity is also possible) mounted within a lower share of the concrete-delivery pipeline at a height required for the mixer loading (for instance, it is 2900 mm depending upon a height of a charge capacity of such a mixer as Utimec MF 500 Transmier).

Location of the loading node in the neighbourhood of joining conveyor mine working of level 15 (i.e. between Severny and Yuzhny orebodies within central part of mining operations) will help reduce expenditures connected with the transportation of shotcreting mixtures within the level. 240 m distance is from the projectable CMP location to 13–15 level slope (south); 70 m distance is to 15–16 level slope (north); and 490 m distance is to a slope of 16 level (north).

Analysis of the calculations has shown that shotcreting at level 18 may result in 4.6 m³/h efficiency of PAUS UNI 50-3 mixer (its active capacity is 3.5 m³) in terms of the required maximal efficiency being 1.0 m³/h. One mixer with 3.5 m³ active capacity and more and one shotcreting plant are quite sufficient to achieve target indicators. Minimal efficiency of industrial CMPs is 15 m³/h; it is too few to provide complete equipment loading. Practices of Oktiabrski ore mine of PJSC “MMC “Norilsk Nickel” have supported the idea to apply CMPs for shotcrete production as well as for the production of a ready mix for the enterprise needs (CMPs, considered below, can manufacture both shotcrete and ready mix).

4.2. Scheme 2

Concrete mixing plant is located at level 15 of the mine. It is recommended to use underground concrete mixing plant Minemix 15 by Normet Company or underground mobile plant with 15 m³/h efficiency. It is mounted either on legs or on a trailer to be erected within a small 16–25 m² section chamber with big bag cement warehouse. CMP is in the neighbourhood of joining haulage roadway (Fig. 3).

Inactive materials are delivered through development well or recovery well or through riser from surface to level 15 in the neighbourhood of CMP. Cement is delivered in 1.0–1.5 t big bags using a shaft of Orlovskaya mine; it is delivered to CMP by means of self-propelled auxiliary equipment.

4.3. Scheme 3

Cement mixing plant is placed at level 12 of the mine (Fig. 4). It is recommended to use underground concrete mixing plant Minemix 15 by Normet Company or underground mobile plant with 15 m³/h efficiency. It is mounted either on legs or on a trailer to be erected within a small 16–25 m² section chamber with big bag cement warehouse.

Inactive components of the mix are delivered through a shaft to level 10 of Orlowskaia mine: latent solvents are delivered in side dumppers which capacity is 2.5 m³; binding substances are delivered to level 12 in big bags. At level 12, the big bags with cement are transported to CMP using self-propelled equipment, for instance, in a bucket of LHD machine. By means of side-dump cars, sand and crushed rocks are delivered to a conveying raiser from level 10 to level 12 to Slepaia mine at level 10. Further, they are delivered through a conveying...
raiser thus developing the required amount of inactive within the raiser itself (thus, there is no necessity to drive extra horizontal mine workings at level 12 for a warehouse of inactive agents). It is recommended to deliver sand and crushed rock from level 10 to level 12 separately, which involves the need to drive extra raiser.

Relying upon the laboratory tests, Kazzink LLP has identified the balanced shotcrete composition providing production of shotcrete mixture of the required grade in terms of minimal consumption of a binding material, kg/m³: cement – 440; water – 190; sand – 1150; and crushed rock – 575.

Mixtures, developed by BASF Tsentralnaia Azia Ltd and Normet Company for Orlovskaya mine, have been also taken as the balanced high-grade shotcrete composition for cement mixture with minimal binding material consumption. The mixtures include hardener, plasticizer, and fiber.

Compositions of mixtures, recommended by BASF Tsentralnaia Azia Ltd, are as follows:
- composition 1, kg/m³: cement – 400 – 430; sand – 1644; crushed rock – 178; water – 168; and MasterGlenium® T 803 additive – 1.0 – 1.2%. The mixture density is 2394;
- composition 2, kg/m³: cement – 400 – 430; sand – 1825; water – 168; and MasterGlenium® T 803 additive – 1.0 – 1.2%. The mixture density is 2394.

Compositions of mixtures, recommended by Normet Company, are as follows:
- composition 1, kg/m³: PTs400D0N cement – 460; fine aggregate (i.e. sand) – 1030; coarse aggregate (i.e. crushed rock) – 670; TamCem 60 superplasticizer – 5.58; BarChip 54 fiber – 3.0; water – 210. The mixture density is 2370;
- composition 2, kg/m³: PTs400D0N cement – 468; fine aggregate (i.e. sand) – 1038; coarse aggregate (i.e. crushed rock) – 678; TamCem 60 superplasticizer – 4.65; BarChip fiber 54 – 3.0; water – 208. The mixture density is 2400.

The following should be mentioned among the key advantages of the “wet” shotcreting method applied in Orlovskaya mine:
- decrease in rebound and, as a result, two and more times decrease in losses;
- increase in productivity of shotcreting operations;
- improvement of labour productivity owing to intensive dust emission control;
- low compressed air demand while using hydraulic feeding of shotcreting mixture;
- decrease in shotcreting equipment deterioration;
- improvement of the applied shotcrete grade at the expense of water-cement ratio invariability.

Discounted net flows of real money in terms of the proposed method have been calculated with no consideration of commercial output sales when revenue is equal to zero (cost of the finished product of Orlovski industrial complex is not represented).

Analysis of the calculations of economic efficiency of the compared timbering alternatives has shown that in the context of Orlovskaya mine, a value of conditional NPV will be negative in terms of 0.3 discount rate. Thus, in terms of the available method (i.e. “dry” shotcreting method) it will be minus ₸8627758 thousand in 2025. In terms of the proposed “wet” shotcreting method it will be ₸5355671 thousand. In the context of minimal cost, that means the efficiency of the proposed “wet” shotcreting method (Fig. 5).
Hence, the calculations have demonstrated economic efficiency of “wet” shotcrete method to compare with the “dry” method if frame supports are replaced in Orlovskaia mine.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Shotcrete support has impressive number of advantages owing to the decreased operational cost for timbering and safe mining. Problems of the balanced schemes to transport shotcrete mixture as well as materials for its preparation have been considered for the conditions of Orlovskaia mine. Optimal allocation for a plant, manufacturing shotcrete, has been determined from the viewpoint of minimization of expenditures connected with shotcrete supports. Calculations of the required shotcrete amount to support mine workings have been performed as well as self-propelled mixers, and technological output of a plant to produce shotcrete. Basic manufacturing facilities have been selected. Three alternatives for shotcrete plant allocation in Orlovskaia mine have been considered. The discounted net money flows have been compared ignoring sales of the finished product of Orlovskaia mine in terms of the available and the proposed methods to support mine workings for the period of 2016 – 2025.

Relying upon the laboratory tests, carried out by Kazzink LLP, and BASF and Normet Companies, the balanced compositions of shotcrete mixture providing its high grade in terms of minimal consumption of a binding material, have been identified. It has been recommended to use 3.5 m³ mining machine UnimecMF500 Transmixer by Normet Company as a mixer to deliver shotcrete, and self-propelled equipment MeycoME-3 (theoretical output is up to 20 m³/h) by AtlasCopco Company to apply “wet” shotcrete. Use of underground 15 m³/h mobile plant on stands or on trailer of Normet Company has been substantiated to be mounted in a small-cross chamber with cement bulk storage or in big bags. Schemes to allocate concrete mixing plant have been developed for specific conditions of Orlovskaia mine.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the discounted net flows of real money with no consideration of commercial output sales by Orlovskaia mine in terms of the available method and the proposed one: 1 – the accumulated discount money flow in terms of 0.3 discount rate in the context of the proposed method; 2 – the accumulated discount money flow in terms of 0.3 discount rate in the context of the available method.
**ВИБОР ВАРИАНТА РОЗМІЩЕННЯ ЗАВОДУ З ВИРОБНИЦТВА ТОРКРЕТБЕТОНУ ПРИ ВПРОВАДЖЕННІ НА ОРОЛІВСЬКІ ШАХТИ “МОКРОГО” МЕТОДУ ТОРКРЕТУВАННЯ**

Л. Крупник, Ю. Шапошник, С. Шапошник, А. Конурин, Д. Шокарев

**Мета.** У зв’язку зі зниженням рівня гірничих робіт на родовищах східного Казахстану ускладнюються гірничо-геологічні умови. Наследком цього є значне зростання обсягів торкретування гірничих виробок, яке веде до значного зниження ефективності та надійності кріплення, зокрема отворів, стійок, армокаркасів.

**Методика.** Проведено аналіз і вивчення можливих варіантів розміщення заводу з виробництва торкретбетону на Орловській шахті, що визначалося науково-технічними і економічними показниками.

**Результати.** На основі проведених вивчень визначено і обґрунтовано економічно доцільний варіант розміщення заводу з виробництва торкретбетону, що забезпечує максимальну ефективність роботи по кріпленню гірничих виробок.

**Наукова новизна.** Встановлена особливість можливих варіантів розміщення заводу з виробництва торкретбетону для умов Орловської шахти, що забезпечує максимальну ефективність роботи по кріпленню гірничих виробок.

**Відповідь на завдання.** Вибрано оптимальну схему розміщення заводу з виробництва торкретбетону на Орловській шахті, що забезпечує максимальну ефективність роботи по кріпленню гірничих виробок.
приготовления, определить оптимальное место расположения завода при приготовлении торкретбетона с точки зрения минимизации затрат на торкретбетонное крепление.

Методика. Проведен расчет необходимого объема торкретбетона для крепления выработок, технической производительности завода по производству торкретбетона, самоходных миксеров. Проведен выбор основного технологического оборудования для производства торкретбетонных работ. Рассмотрены три варианта размещения завода по производству торкретбетона на Орловской шахте. Проведено сравнение дисконтированных чистых потоков реальных денег без учета реализации товарной продукции на Орловской шахте при существующей и предлагаемой технологиях крепления горных выработок на период 2016 – 2025 гг.

Результаты. На основании проведенных лабораторных испытаний в ТОО “Казцинк”, компаниях “BASF” и “Normet” определены рациональные составы торкретбетонной смеси, обеспечивающие получение торкретбетонной смеси требуемого качества при минимальном расходе вяжущего. Рекомендовано в качестве миксера для доставки торкретбетона применять горно-шахтную машину Unimec MF500 Transmixer емкостью 3.5 м³ фирмы “Normet”, а в качестве оборудования для напыления “мокрого” торкретбетона – самоходную установку для торкетирования Meyco ME-3 теоретической производительностью 20 м³/ч компании “Atlas Copco”. Обосновано использование подземной мобильной установки производительностью 15 м³/ч на стойках или на прицепе фирмы “Normet” для установки в камере малого сечения со складом цемента в мешках биг-бэг. Разработаны схемы размещения бетоносмесительной установки для конкретных условий Орловской шахты.

Научная новизна. Установлены особенности возможных вариантов размещения завода по производству торкретбетона для крепления горных выработок для условий Орловской шахты с технологической и экономической точек зрения.

Практическая значимость. Разработана и обоснована экономическая целесообразность технологической линии производства работ по креплению горных выработок “мокрым” торкретбетоном на Орловской шахте.
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